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STATISTICS FOR MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS, 8e, emphasizes applications over
calculation. It illustrates how vital statistical methods and tools are for today's managers--and
teaches you how to apply them to real business problems. Using a proven three-step "ICI" approach
to problem solving, the text teaches you how to IDENTIFY the correct statistical technique by
focusing on the problem objective and data type; how to COMPUTE the statistics doing them by
hand, using Excel, or using MINITAB&#x2122;; and how to INTERPRET results in the context of the
problem. This unique approach enhances your comprehension and practical skills. The text's vast
assortment of data-driven examples, exercises, and cases covers the various functional areas of
business, demonstrating the statistical applications that marketing managers, financial analysts,
accountants, economists, and others use. These comprehensive applications give you hands-on
practice, while solid pedagogical elements make the material more accessible and easy to apply to
your world. In addition, learning resources such as CengageNOW and the Student Suite CD-ROM
maximize study time to help you achieve the results you want. Completely up-to-date, the eighth
edition offers comprehensive coverage, current examples, and Excel 2007 and MINITAB
15&#x2122; content.

Dr. Gerald Keller is Professor of Business at Wilfrid Laurier University, where he has taught
statistics, management science, and operations management since 1974. He also has taught at the
University of Toronto, the University of Miami, McMaster University, the University of Windsor, and
the Beijing Institute of Science and Technology. Dr. Keller has consulted with banks on credit
scoring and credit card fraud and has conducted market surveys for the Canadian government on
energy conservation. The author of APPLIED STATISTICS WITH MICROSOFT EXCEL, Dr. Keller
has also been published in Omega, IIE Transactions, Decision Sciences, Infor, Economics Letters,
and Archives of Surgery.

The Statistics for Management and Economics book from Keller is just an average stats book. It's
slightly less dry than most but the material doesn't jump off the page and hold students interest. It's
highly academic and it's application to real world situations, for which is written, is minimal. Where
this book does a good job is in explaining how to use excel. You need good stats professors to
engage student with this book.

I didn't pay attention in my stats course and just scraped through, learning nothing. Later on I
decided it would be good to know something of statistics, so I went back and found my old Keller
textbook (and the CD-ROM) and went to work. The book has been fantastic, explains everything
clearly, with HEAPS of examples to work through, and some more thorough explanations of some
more difficult concepts are on the CD Appendixes. Acquiring the CD-ROM is very important, I think,
because it has all the datasets and other goodies so you can work through everything on computer
as well as manually. Also very important is the student manual, which has worked answers to every
even numbered question.

I only needed this book for my pre-req statistics course, Some of the easier examples were easy to
understand, but there are times when certain concepts were not depicted with examples which
made it easier to grasp concepts. wish i had a better book for course, maybe my grade wouldve
been better. oh well!

This worldwide best-selling business statistics book teaches readers how to apply statistics to real
business problems through the author's unique three-step approach to problem solving. Readers
learn to IDENTIFY the right technique by focusing on the problem objective and data type. They



then learn to COMPUTE the statistics either by hand, using Excel, or using MINITAB. Finally, they
INTERPRET the results in the context of the problem. Keller's approach enhances user
comprehension as well as practical skills.

I paid much more for this new book, so I thought there would be no problem with the access code.
But when I tried to use it the access code had previously been used. So I had to spend 30 minutes
online with Amazon then 50 minutes on the phone with the publisher. Who said the access code
was used a few months before I purchased it. Ultimately Ryan at the publisher got me a new code
so hopefully when I go to use it all will go well.

We still find errors in the 8th edition. You would think after it has been revised the 8th time, the book
should be 100% reliable. This is a money racket, every time a course is being given the teacher
selects the latest edition and we spend a lot of money on those books. The author should redo a
new book.

Although, the shipping took a few weeks to get here, I was impressed with the product! Even though
it was an used book, the book came with the CD and it was in very good condition as it was stated
on this site. Therefore, i recommend buying from this seller without a hesitation and if the delivery
needs to be in less than a week or so, just order the with the express shipping option.
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I found this book confusing and ended up going online to understand how to implement the required
statistical functions into Excel. My professor required this book, but even with the supplemental
Student Solutions Manual, the author seems to have AD&D. I find myself reading a statement,
following along, then the author will skip to another subject. The page breaks are also terribly edited
and overall I would highly recommend youtube videos for further information regarding learning
actual statistics.
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